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Here are a few pictures from the PNR 5th Division’s Annual Meeting held on April 19th, 2014.

Superintendent Gary Thurow, presided over the 5th Division’s annual
meeting in Millwood (WA). The meeting was moved to the Spokane
County Library due to increased costs at the former location.

Displays included this one by the Great Northern Railway Historical
Society. The Society provided free coffee mugs to the members who
were present at the meeting.

Preparations were being made for an interesting presentation on
“movable bridges” by Kevin Chain. Kevin showed the group many
pictures to illustrate the history and types of bridges.

Alan Ashton provided a clinic on how to build deciduous trees using
floral wire to make armatures and adding foliage with furnace filter
material and Woodland Scenics products.
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SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT
First of all I would like thank all of the members that attended the 2014 5th Division Annual Business Meeting.
Their presence allows the Division to conduct and complete some required work.
This year’s meeting was held at new locale, the Spokane County Argonne Library. The reason for the change of
location was due a severe rent fee increase for the Masonic Hall in the town of Millwood. The cost of rent was
over $300.00. The Division was able us the Library meeting room for free. This enabled the Division to lower the
cost registration for the members.
Both the Chief Clerk’s minutes of last year’s meeting and the Paymaster’s finance report were approved and
accepted.
Old business was tabled as there was a lot to get to in new business and there was a short amount of time to get it
all in. The two main agenda items were the nominations for Assistant Superintendent and Chief Clerk. I had
spoken with Wayne Wall of Clarkston WA. and Dick Smith of Hamilton Mt., befor the meeting concerning
whether they would wish to run for formal election to the position that they have held for the past two years as
volunteers. Both gentlemen stated that they would be willing to run for their current positions. Their names were
placed into nomination by me. I then asked if there were any more member that wished to place their or another
member’s name in nomination for either position. There were no further nominations from the floor. Nominations
were then closed by voice vote of the members. Wayne Walling will continue as Assistant Superintendent and
Dick Smith will continue as the Chief Clerk for the next two years. I thank both for stepping up and being
railroaded into your term of office, welcome to the club. Thinking back that how I got elected the office of
Superintendent.
Next item on the agenda I felt to be the most important issue that we had to discuss and vote on. That item is the
2017 PNR convention that the 5th Division will be hosting. I started the discussion by reviewing the two proposals
that I received. These proposals were submitted by the Red Lion at the Park (downtown Spokane) and the
Mirabeau Hotel and Convention Center (City of Spokane Valley). I should back track a little and give you some
back ground information as to why these two hotels were asked to submit bid proposals. To start with I had a
chance to talk with John Langlot about he was doing secure a convention for the 2016 Great North Railroad
Historic Society. While we talking he asked if the 5th Division was confirmed to host the PNR convention in 2017.
I replied that the convention was confirmed for the Division. He jokingly said that I best get steam up and pull that
train out of the station before it was too late. He informed that hotels generally want to book conventions no less
than three to four years in advance. He also said that booking conventions that far in advance gave the organization
holding the convention a wider choice of dates to pick from. He did light a hot fire in the old steam engine boiler.
Asked which hotels he had contacted and he gave me the two hotels mentioned about. After the conversation I
contacted both hotels and schedule a meeting with their sale managers. During these meeting I was given a tour of
the facilities. I found that both hotels were well kept, near and clear. In both cases each of the hotels had had
remodeling either done or was still underway. After the tours I sat down with the sales managers and talked to
them about what the convention’s needs were, the number guest rooms, target room rate, banquet facilities,
breakout rooms for clinics, a room for evaluation of models for AP awards and contest judging and lastly the
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possibility of a room for a silent action. In both cases the sales managers stated that they felt that their hotel could
and would meet our needs.
At that point I made the proposal available to the members to look at. (Note; should any member who didn’t attend
the meeting want to see the proposals please contact me and I will e-mail a copy of both proposals). I talked at
length about both proposals. Both were well prepared and well written and easy to understand. The two differed in
in two areas, room rate costs being the greatest difference, and the total price for meals and drinks that the hotels
expected. The Mirabeau Park Hotel proposal has room rates at $139.00 per night. This was for both single and
double rooms per person. A possible explanation for this high room rate is that I was told by the sales manager that
all of their rooms are now called Suites. The Red Lion at the Park proposal quoted the room rate at $109.00 per
night. Here again, this for both single and double rooms per person. The Mirabeau Park Hotel listed the expected
price for food and drink at a minimum of $9,000.00 whereas the Red Lion at the Park expected price for meals and
drink at a minimum of $20,000.00. These minimums would take into account all meals and drinks purchased by
the attendees during the convention that the hotel restaurants and lounges, and the cost of the Banquet with quick
service bars would also figure into to this minimum. So this estimated minimum would not figure into our costs.
Lastly I shared some of the thoughts of the Board of Directors as to why we favored the Red Lion at the Park over
the Mirabeau Park. They were that the Red Lion had more to offer as far as convention facilities, i.e.. a lockable
registration room where the Mirabeau Park we would have set a registration both in the hallway and take down
very night and store in one of the rooms. Breakout rooms for clinic are all together on the second floor where as
the breakout rooms at the Mirabeau Park are not all grouped together. One room attendees would have to walk
either through the restaurant or around thought the lobby. The room for AP evaluations and contest judging is next
to the banquet rooms and is lockable. Both banquet facilities can hold over 250 persons. The real selling point for
the Board was that the Red Lion is downtown and is while easy walking distance of restaurants, stores, River Park
shopping Mall both the upper and lower Spokane Falls, the park and all of its attractions, and there is a area just
across a foot bridge that could be used to hold a welcoming night B-B-Q maybe. The Mirabeau Park does have
easy on-off access from I-90, but one would have to drive to any of the local restaurants, stores and Valley Mall. I
for one would not attempt to walk along North Sullivan Road at anytime of the day and definitely not after dark.
Also there is very little in the way of family style attractions
I then opened the meeting for discussion. I type to answer the questions, as best I could, from the general
membership. Most of the questions were about different costs in room rates. The best answer I could give was the
Red Lion rents rooms where as the Mirabeau Park rents suites. I guess it’s all in what you name it. After some
more discussion about each of the hotels an advisory vote was called for. A motion was made and seconded to
approve the Broad of Director the choose of The Red Lion at the Park to host the 2017 PNR convention. The
motion was passed by a strong voice vote in the affirmative. I then stated that I would contact both Hotels and
inform them of our decision. The 2017 PNR convention will held at the Red Lion Hotel at the Park, the dates of
the convention will be June 7th thought the 12th 2017.
John Langlot requested the floor to talk about various railroad historical societies. He said that as model railroaders
we can learn quite a lot from these societies about prototype buildings, engines and cars of the railroad we model.
John is right; the three societies that I personally sent out magazines, model reference sheet, and other materials
that have been very help in my modeling. John then made available membership forms for some railroad historical
societies along with a list of other societies and how to contact them.
The last item on the agenda was to thank Alan Ashton for the superior work in making the quarterly newsletter,
The Goat, into one of if not the best newsletter in the PNR if not the best in the Western United States. Well done
Alan. He has taken a newsletter that was 4 to 6 pages and increased it to a 32 page magazine format. It was also
mentioned that Alan needs all of our help. He has been writing the majority of the articles and taking most the
pictures that we see in The Goat. He is asking for you to write stories, how to do articles with photos, news about
your club activities and events, your home layouts with photos. You can send them to Alan and he will edit them
for publication in The Goat. Alan is also looking help in another way. He is looking for a person to become and
Assistant Editor for The Goat. He is getting burned out doing all of this work. Please contact Alan if you would be
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interested in this position. Let’s all help Alan. I for one would really don’t want to lose a man with his talent and
drive.
I asked the membership if there was any other new business from the floor, there was none. The business meeting
was then adjourned.
After a short break two clinic were given. The first was by Kevin Chain who gave very informative clinic on
various styles bridges here in the Pacific Northwest. The bulk of the clinic talked about the various type of lift,
swing bridges. He tied his presentation to the model of the new bridge that has recently been installed at the River
City Modeler Club. This bridge is actual working lift bridge.
The other clinic was given by Alan Ashton on using florist floral wire to make deciduous trees. He stated that he is
always looking for different materials to use in make trees and other items for his home layout. He says that he has
found things in all types of stores and shops, many that one may not think would have such useful materials.
A lunch was served to the attendees. After lunch the members were invited to tour Al Cunningham’s Canadian
National and Canadian Pacific home layout. This is the same layout that was featured in the last issue of The Goat.
I was very impress during my visit. The other layout tour was of the River City Modelers club layout. Much work
has been done and even more is being worked on. [Editor’s note: Issues of The Goat are available on the PNR 5th
Division’s website located at www.PNR5D.org.]
Lastly I would like to thank the following people and organizations for provide gifts and door prizes. There are
Jerry Barsness of the Great Northern Railroad Historical Society for giving out coffee mugs to all attendees; Jim
Smith at Sunset Junction for door prizes, A book about the Great Northern through passenger cars, two N gauge
cars, and a $50.00 gift certificate. I would also like to give a very large thank you to Bob Kelly of The Skykomish
Historical Society for their generous donation of 12 Great Northern trackside building wood kits. They were the
high point of the door prize giveaway. All but two or three attendees won a door prize. All in All I think that
everyone enjoyed themselves. I have sent letters of thank you to all those who provided door prizes.
Now it is on to Tacoma for the PSX2014 PNR convention. If you have not registered yet there is still time, but I
understand that the tours are almost filled up. The prototype tours are Tacoma Rail facilities; Mt Rainier Scenic
Railroad; and Northwest Railway Museum. The convention dates are June 18th through the 21st. To make hotel
reservations it is highly suggested that you contact the hotel directly. The La Quinta Inns phone number is (253)
383-0146, ext. #6. Use group code PSX2014. The room rates are $95.00 (plus tax) per night for single or double
bed rooms. These rate are good for three days prior to and three days after the convention. It is suggested that you
call before June 4th to make reservation to insure these room rates and that rooms are still available. Hope to see
you there.
Submitted by Gary Thurow
Superintendent, PNR 5th Division

MINUTES OF ANNUAL MEETING
5th Division Annual Meeting
Pacific NW Region, NMRA
The annual meeting was held on April 19, 2014, in Spokane, Washington. Superintendent Gary Thurow presided.
Paymaster Jim Trunzo was absent. The Chief Clerk and 26 other members were present.
Gary introduced the house rules for the library, and also the attending officers.
Minutes of the last meeting were read and approved as presented.
Gary gave the Treasurer’s report provided by Jim Trunzo. The Treasurer’s report was accepted as printed.
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Old Business: Alan Ashton is the editor of the Goat. He has done a remarkable job of improving the publication.
All members need to help out by submitting articles.
The website is now up and running. There are a few bugs to be worked out yet. The Webmaster report was
submitted by Jim Trunzo.
New Business: In 2017, we will be hosting the PNR convention in Spokane. Two proposals for convention sites,
the Red Lion Hotel at The Park, and Miribeau Park were considered. Costs and facility amenities were discussed.
The average attendance is 125. It was moved and 2nd to go with the Red Lion, passed unanimously. The dates of
June 7-12, 2017 will be requested.
Election of Officers: Up for election were Assistant Superintendent and Chief Clerk. Wayne Walling and Dick
Smith were re-elected, respectively.
The meeting was turned over to John for a discussion of historical societies. Members are encouraged to join these
organizations and to utilize them for prototype information.
Alan Ashton reviewed the status of the “Goat”. Articles are needed as well as an assistant editor.
The annual PNR Convention will be held at Tacoma, on June 18th, this year. The 4th Division is host.
Next year, the National Convention will be held in Portland.
It was moved and 2nd that the business meeting be adjourned at 9:49 AM. Two excellent clinics followed the
meeting: Kevin gave a presentation on bridges and Alan Ashton presented deciduous tree construction. Area layout
tours were provided in the afternoon.
Submitted by Dick Smith
Chief Clerk, PNR 5th Division

TREASURER’S REPORT
NMRA-PNR-5th Division Treasure's Report (Abbreviated)
Business Year 2013: April 1, 2013 through March 31, 2014
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Opening Balance:
Lewis/Clark Train Club Donation
Deposit – Annual Meeting Income
Withdrawal – Annual Meeting Expenses
Withdrawal – Payment for two year subscription for
web site (In Motion Hosting)
Deposit – NMRA rebate
Interest – 2013
Ending Balance (as of 3/21/2014)

$3923.28
(200.00)
322.00
(363.60)
(153.75)
594.00
1.68
$4123.61

Submitted Jim Trunzo
Treasurer, PNR 5th Division

5TH DIVISION RPO
Sorry, but the mail bag is empty! Send your letters, comments and suggestions to PNR5DNews@gmail.com.
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NMRA Pacific Northwest Regional Convention
June 18-21, 2014 ² La Quinta Inn, Tacoma, Washington
Clinics ² Tours ² Layouts ² Social Events ² Great Time
Find more information including on-line registration at http://www.wnrr.net/PSX2014/.

COMING SOON
Watch for our visit to the Pine Bluff & Western Railroad.
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CLINIC: M AKING DECIDUOUS TREES USING FLORAL WIRE
Contributed by Alan Ashton (Spokane, WA)
Almost every model railroad can use some
deciduous trees as part of the scenery design.
Even locations where evergreen trees, species
such as pine, cedar and fir, predominate, you
can use the different shapes and colors
common to deciduous varieties to make the
landscape look more interesting.
This clinic focuses on techniques that can be
used to build many different types of
deciduous trees, specifically the building of
tree armatures using common floral wire.
Before you set out to follow the suggestions in
this clinic, it is a good idea to think about the
types of trees that would commonly grow in
the climate and location that suits your layout.
You can do some on-line research to find
pictures or artist’s silhouettes of trees to get an
idea of what size and shapes would be
appropriate.
Next, determine what season that you are modeling. One nice thing about deciduous trees is that they can provide
color contrasts during almost any season; particularly true if you are modeling a fall setting. Think about where
you will be placing the trees on your layout. The size should not only be appropriate for the tree species but those
that are part of the background might be smaller than foreground trees to provide a sense of depth in your scenes.
How many will you need? If you need a lot, time can be saved by using a production line approach, once you have
mastered some of the basic steps. But don’t rush to produce every tree that you will eventually need because, as
you are learning these new skills, you will come up with many ideas that you will want to try out.
Here is some of what you will need to follow along with the instructions in this clinic.
Materials:
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ
þ

Floral wire (see below for recommended gauges)
Tape (such as electrical tape)
Durham’s Water Putty® or Plaster of Paris (I find Durham’s in the paint department at Lowes)
Common white glue (such as Elmer’s®)
Paint in either powdered or liquid form (I use a dry tempera paint that I ordered from Quill.com)
Furnace filter material or polyfill fiber (try Lowes for the furnace filter material shown)
Adhesive (like Alex Plus®)
Hair spray (extra hold, non-scented, cheapest brand that you can find)
Flocking for leaves (recommendations below)
Spray paint (black, grey and brown are good, white, yellow and red are optional depending upon the types
of trees)

Tools:
þ Diagonal cutter
þ Vise grip pliers (recommended)
þ Standard pliers (I prefer a stubby needle-nose over regular pliers)
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Paint stir sticks (wood coffee stirrers work well)
Scissors (sharp and pointed work best for pruning)
Hobby knife (X-Acto® or equivalent)
Paint brushes (generally small ones)

A note about the wire: I introduced this clinic by suggesting that you use floral wire. This inexpensive product can
easily be found in craft stores (Hobby Lobby, Michaels and Joann Fabrics being three commonly available
sources). Floral wire is easily bent and retains shapes well. It is not brittle and (usually) will not break as it is
twisted to form trunks and branches. You can try other products but I would suggest that you start with floral wire.
Floral wire comes in either precut lengths and in spools. There are several gauges (thicknesses) of wire available,
generally from 20 to 26 AWG. For HO scale and larger, 26 is a reasonably good choice. For N scale and for finely
detailed trees you may want to skip floral wire and try something like magnet wire. The smallest gauge floral wire
that I have been able to locate is 26 AWG and that is the size that I have used almost exclusively. However, as my
urge to experiment has begun to overtake me, I recently purchased a spool of 32 AWG magnet wire that I intend to
use to create a finer branching structure. Hopefully, the result will give me even better looking foreground trees.
Furnace filter material is becoming much harder to find now that most filters are made with a pleated paper-like
material. Look for the old fashion cut-your-own filter without backing. This will usually be blue or green stuff and
that helps you to locate it on the hardware store shelf. If you can’t find furnace filters you can use polyfill from a
craft or sewing store. I find that polyfill doesn’t hold its shape as effectively as the furnace filter, however. Still,
with some patience and practice it can be an effective alternative.
One last caution: Do not use Hydrocal® in place of Durham’s Water Putty® or Plaster of Paris as it will probably
set up too quickly. I prefer Durham’s as it can be used for up to an hour before it sets up and dries very hard. A
disclaimer is needed, however. I haven’t personally tried Hydrocal so I can’t say for sure that it wouldn’t work
well. So if you want to try it, go ahead and let me know how it works.
Getting down to the step-by-step instructions, I will provide you with what I know and what I have tried. Learning
how to make trees using this method is an evolving process. Lately, I have set my own goals to make gnarly old
oak trees with interesting bark and twisted branches. It is really a lot of fun to be creative and I hope that you will
share your own ideas by writing to the PNR 5th Division to PNR5DNews@gmail.com.
Cut the wires. For your first trees, 16 to 20 pieces should be
sufficient. They should not all be exactly the same length
and one should be a larger gauge wire (I use 20 AWG for the
larger one and I will call it the tap root from this point
forward). The larger gauge wire will provide a means to
“plant” your tree and will also be a convenient way to hold it
during construction. Tip: If you cut the larger gauge wire
roughly the same length as the rest of the bundle you may
want to make it part of the leader branch.
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Collect the wire segments and bundle them together,
securing them at the base of the trunk with a piece of
electrical tape. If you want to create surface roots, place the
tape above the point at which the main part of the trunk will
be on the ground. If you don’t want surface roots, locate the
heavier gauge wire and push it down, extending below the
rest of the pack about one inch or so. Tip: Sometimes it is
easier to put the tape at the bottom of the bundle and then
simply push the wires for any surface roots and the tap root
down once the tape is in place.

Secure the tree with vise grip pliers at the electrical tape.
Don’t worry about crushing the trunk. We will fix that later.
If you want surface roots (oak trees would commonly have
them), pick two or three of the smaller gauge wires below
the tape, bend them outward and twist them together near the
trunk. Repeat this for the remainder of the smaller wires but
DO NOT do this with the heavy gauge wire; that one will be
useful later.

After the optional surface roots have been twisted to your
satisfaction, twist together all of the wires above the
electrical tape. An easy way to do this is to grasp the bundle
about an inch above the tape with ordinary pliers and twist.
If you want more main trunk, repeat this process by moving
up another inch or so and repeat. Just remember to twist the
wires in the same direction.
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At the point where you want the main trunk to diverge into
two or three secondary trunks, separate the wires into “subbundles” and twist each sub-bundle separately. Continue this
process, moving up the tree until you want to separate the
trunk into smaller branches. Again, separate the wires and
twist until you have single wires that will represent the
terminal branches.

Now comes the creative and fun part. Bend the wire bundles
and individual branch wires to form a pleasing tree shape. If
the tree is to be located near or against the backdrop, make
one side flat. There are no rules but one suggestion is that
you plan to use more than one branch to secure each piece of
furnace filter material. This stuff may not stay put on a
single wire branch.

The single heavy gauge wire that you have left sticking
down below the tree can now be used to hold the tree during
the following steps. It can also be used to help secure the
tree to the layout later. Use pliers to reshape the wires (under
the tape) that were flattened during the twisting process. If
the tape loosens up, don’t worry since it can easily be
removed or covered by the “goop” step that is coming.
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There is one optional step that you may want to consider
here. I like to add a small piece of cardboard to make a base
for the tree. This can serve several purposes: it provides for a
flared base on the tree trunk, it gives you a little more stable
area to set your tree out on the layout, and it prevents the
goop from running down while you are applying it. You can
always remove the cardboard base later but adding it once
the tree is started doesn’t work well. In the picture at left I
have added the cardboard base to a tree with surface roots. I
don’t always to that (even though there is no harm) since the
surface roots provide added stability on their own.

Mix the “goop” that we will use for covering the trunk and
secondary branches. Mix this in small quantities – start with
about ½ tablespoon of Durham’s Water Putty. Add a very
small about of color until you can see how dark it will be
after mixing (it will usually go on a bit darker than you think
it will). Add enough white glue to make a paste-like mixture
about the consistency of a thick cake batter. The “goop”
should easily adhere to your stir stick. If properly
constituted, the goop will be workable for up to an hour
depending upon the remaining quantity. Tip: I prefer to have
it thicker rather than thinner because it won’t run and you
can get a more interesting bark structure. You can always
add more white glue to thin it – even after you have been
using it for awhile.

Using the stir stick, apply the goop to the trunk and all
secondary branches. Your tree may need two or three
applications of goop so don’t worry too much about misses
or minor imperfections. I like to use my vise grips on the
base wire to hold the tree while I do this step. Once the goop
is applied, set the tree into a piece of foam insulation board
to thoroughly set up (about 24 hours). After the first coat has
dried, determine if a second (or third) application is needed.
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Next, I like to add a little texture to the main trunk. I put a
scroll saw blade into my hobby vise and drag the tree trunk
across the blade until there are a lot of vertical and slightly
diagonal scratches. Then, you can determine if you would
like to use a dry-brush technique to apply a little contrasting
color such as brown on a predominantly black trunk or black
on a predominantly brown trunk. Skip this step for trees
without a discernable bark pattern such as birch or beech
trees. Note: Recently, I have tried using a final coat of goop
to add texture to many of my trees. Since each coat has a
slightly different color, intentionally or not, it adds to the
overall unique qualities of each tree. Tip: If your last coat of
goop is getting pretty well set up but at a point that you can
still apply it, the bark can be made to appear very rough and
old. For some trees this looks really good and I have been
experimenting with this technique for the past month and
like it.

Next the furnace filter base for the foliage can be applied.
Cut the furnace filter material into squares or rounds (size
depends on your scale and tree size) then tease the material
into the thinnest and “airiest” layers that you can obtain. A
single square or round can typically be torn into three or four
layers. If the material is too dense the tree will not appear to
be as natural as you may want. On the other hand, you need
enough material to weave on to the tree armature.

Thread the material on the tree armature. Sometimes, I use a
little adhesive to help hold it in place. Clear Alex Plus®
works fairly well but it doesn’t always stick to the wire. You
may also try common rubber cement. You may want to
experiment a bit with different adhesives if you have
problems applying the foliage base. Tip: You can often skip
the adhesive by simply giving the tree a shot of hair spray
periodically during the adding of the filter material. It is
amazing just how sticky hair spray can be and some authors
even refer to it as “hair glue.” More recently, I have
continued to use adhesive on my “evergreen” trees but just
hair spray on the deciduous ones.
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Next, spray the top of the tree (filter material) with an
appropriate paint. I generally use a black or dark brown but
gray primer works well, too. For paper-bark birch trees, I use
white. Be careful not to get too much on the trunk and
secondary branches. A little over-spray generally can’t be
avoided. Tip: another method that works equally well is to
spray paint the furnace filter material before you use it on
your trees.

After the paint has dried, you can apply the foliage. Choose
the color and texture that is appropriate for your tree size and
the season that you are modeling. I tend to use Woodland
Scenics materials or any comparable product that I may have
in my materials inventory. Use a fine texture for conifer
trees and either fine or mid-texture for N to HO scales.
Sprinkle the foliage on in light layers, shaking out the excess
periodically. Set with light applications of hair spray at the
beginning and after each layer of foliage. Tip: Some people
use different textures for evergreen versus deciduous trees
but I find that the finer grade material works best for both.
My “go-to” is Blended Turf from Woodland Scenics.

There are many ways to plant your trees. The advisability of
each one depends upon what scenery elements are already
there and what kind of base you are working with. The
simplest method is to drill a hole for the “tap root,” apply
some adhesive (including hot glue) and press the tree into
place. An alternative is to put the tap root into the hole and
bend it over under the scenery. The tap root needs to be long
enough to do this but an advantage is that you can easily
remove the tree from the layout if it becomes necessary.
Obviously, this latter technique won’t usually be applicable
to hard shell bases where you can’t access the underside
layer.
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After the foliage has been applied and you are satisfied with the coverage you can add one more variable to
distinguish one tree from others. If you look at pictures that show groupings of trees you will notice slight color
variations in the foliage from one tree to the next. Sunlight will add a bit of brightness, too. So, an optional step is
to do one of two things before you declare your tree “finished.” The first is easy; just give the top of your tree a
very light spray of yellow paint (or any appropriate shade of green). The slight yellow cast on the top of the tree
will look like sunlight. Second, you can sprinkle on a little of a different color foliage material (use the same
texture). My layout is set in the fall season so I sometimes use yellow, red or even “burnt grass” to make it look
like the leaves are really changing color.
Lastly, I want to give recognition to a couple of sources that contributed greatly to the techniques that I have
presented in this clinic. The first is Treemendus Shop. Somewhere, I ran across a series of pictures showing how
floral wire could be used to create trees. The models depicted trees that were used in a military diorama. I found an
on-line link (http://www.treemendusmodels.co.uk/index.html) but since the company was located in the U.K. I
decided to try to apply the techniques in the pictures instead of ordering supplies from the Treemendus Shop. My
first attempts were OK but I really wasn’t satisfied that I was on the right track. The formula for the “goop” wasn’t
explained and using polyfill pillow stuffing just didn’t seem to work very well.
After watching other NMRA PNR 5th Division members make evergreen trees using furnace filter material, I
decided to try that instead of polyfill. The results were more pleasing. Using polyfill could still be useful for
smaller scales but I am finding success with the furnace filters so plan to stick with that for a while.
Then, there was the matter of covering the twisted wires. I tried lots of things but nothing worked. So I put my tree
building experiment on hold. But an article in Model Railroader by Robert Pethoud (Model Railroader, January,
2014, Pp. 61-63) pushed my reset button. In the article, the author explained a formula for making “goop.” I tried it
and was very happy to have the last piece of the puzzle in place.

MOVING BRIDGES was the topic of Kevin Chain’s
presentation at the annual meeting. Kevin presented a
very interesting history and a good explanation of the
evolution of this type of bridge. Kevin is currently
working on a working bridge at the River City
Modelers club layout in Spokane.
The picture shown at left was taken in 1900. The
bridge is the 12th Street Bascule Bridge in Chicago,
Illinois.
The original picture is in the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. It, along with many more of
various subjects, was digitized and made available
on-line.

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS.
THEY ARE AVAILABLE WHEN YOU NEED SOMETHING RIGHT AWAY AND ARE ALWAYS
HAPPY TO HELP YOU IF YOU NEED TO ORDER SOMETHING SPECIAL.
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TIME TABLE – EVENTS
June 18 - 21, La Quinta Inn, Tacoma, WA. PSX 2014 - PNR Regional Convention. For more information go to
www.pnr2014.com.
July 12-16, 2014, Helena, MT. The Great Northern Railway Historical Society will hold an annual convention
at the Great Northern Best Western. For more information go to http://www.gnrhs.org.
July 16-19, Yakima, WA. The Northern Pacific Railway Historical Association will hold an annual convention.
For more information go to http://www.nprha.org.
July 30-August 2, 2014, Ogden, UT. The 2014 Union Pacific Historical Society convention will be held at the
Summit Hotel. More details about hotel reservations and convention information will be available at
http://UPHS.org.
October 11-12, 2014, Spokane, WA. River City Modelers club open house, 1130 East Sprague Avenue. Hours:
Saturday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. and Sunday 12 p.m. to 4 p.m.
October 12, 2014, Spokane, WA. Fall 2014 Model Train Show at the Spokane County Fair and Expo Center, 404
North Havana, Ag Buildings C and D, Spokane, WA. 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., $6.00 admission, 12 and under free.
Model railroad clinics will be offered throughout the day for all visitors!

For additional event listings for the PNR jump to http://pnr.nmra.org/.

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOPS
THEY ARE AVAILABLE WHEN YOU NEED SOMETHING RIGHT AWAY AND ARE ALWAYS
HAPPY TO HELP YOU IF YOU NEED TO ORDER SOMETHING SPECIAL
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